Surface doses from combined electron/photon fields in a radiotherapy.
Using mixed modality treatments of photon and electron beams, some skin sparing can be acquired whilst administering a safer dose to crucial structures such as the spine or lung. The combination of 6MV X-rays and 12MeV electron beams in the treatment of breast nodes is a clinical example where such treatments are beneficial. By weighting the photon and electron beams accordingly, the surface dose and dose at depth can be changed whilst not dramatically varying the depth at which the 90% dose level is maintained. In order to accurately predict near surface dose, build up results were obtained using TLD extrapolation, Markus parallel plate and Attix parallel plate ionisation chambers in a solid water phantom. This data was then used to predict surface dose due to different beam weights. Depending on the weightings given to the photon and electron beams, the surface dose and dose at depth varies. For example, when 6MV X-rays and 12MeV electrons are combined the percentage dose at surface and 20cm depth is 46%/23%, 54%/20%, 61%/15% for 60/40, 50/50 and 40/60 X-ray/electron weightings respectively. For these weightings, the depth of the 90% level remained at 30mm. From a clinical point of view this data is important, showing that the 90% level of radiation does not vary in depth significantly provided the ratio of photon/electron weights is kept within a range of 60/40 to 40/60. However by varying the weightings, the ability to control dose to skin in particular to produce the optimum level for both areas whilst still delivering the required tumour dose is obtained.